MOURYA

Company Proﬁle

PACKAGING

Company Prole :
Our manufacturing process of Aluminium seals is done on automatic power press,
of which we have 12 of them & 5nos. of plastic Injection molding machine for ip off Seals.
We, “Mourya Packaging”, are a renowned manufacturer and supplier of a wide range of
Pharmaceutical Packaging seals. These products are widely demanded in the domestic market
due to their features such as efciency, consistent performance and durability. Owing to our
ethical business practices and wide availability of products, we have mustered a huge client
base all across the nation under the guidance of our mentor, 'Mr. Viral Sadhu ', we have been
able to reach the heights of success and develop perfect market understanding. His valued
experience in this domain and strong relationship with the trustworthy vendors has enabled
us to attain unsurpassed domain success. Our total production capacity is of 5 Lakhs per day

Our Mission
We are on a mission to achieve customer satisfaction by providing them best quality products at
best prices within stipulated time period.

Our Vision
To be the world leader in seal manufacturing through constant innovation and customer satisfaction.

Why Us?
Timely Deliveries :
 High speed power presses with multi cavity dyes having tremendous capacity to produce
the seals. we have separate lines for the entire major sizes to ensure speed production.
 Direct tie ups with shipping lines for different sectors to get the priorities in vessel berthing.
even at the time of lcl shipments we get the priority in delivering the goods.

Pricing :
 Mourya Packaging has done backward integration, so all the process done before seal
manufacturing i.e. Die making, tooling and all the processes are done in house, which
makes us more competetive than others.

Quality Policy
 As all the initial process are being done in our premises only, so we have better control
on every stage of processing the goods.

We have latest machineries having digital sensors and counters which makes sure that
every seal manufactured is as per desired quality and quantity.
 We have different quality testing instruments and sealing machines too to test and control
the quality of seals from any deviation

We the Mourya Packaging, have experienced and talented team of engineers, technicians
and professionals working with us. With the combined efforts of our team, vision for future
and insight in the new developments we are a distinguished manufacturer and exporter of
pharmaceutical packaging products and Flip off Seals. Further, the customization solutions
offered with our range help us in meeting to the changing need of diverse industries. Our
marketing personnel are always available to attend to customers, enquiries for samples,
Technical details and to answers all relevant queries. Customers are kept updated on all
matters concerning enquiry or orders, dispatch of samples and shipments.

Business Type

Manufacturer, Supplier and Exporter

Production Type

Automatic

Product Range

Flip Off Seals

Mr. Viral Sadhu
Manager
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sales@mouryapackaging.com
www.mouryapackaging.com
Address :
40, GIDC, B/h. Star City,
Motipura, Himmatnagar -383001.

